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Abstract As the SARS-CoV-2 virus race around the world

across the different population, there needs to be a con-

solidated effort to understand the divergence of demo-

graphically distributed strains. The emerging trends in

SARS-CoV-2 genome data show specific mutation and

genetic diversity, which could provide the basis to develop

a cocktail of vaccine and may also be used to develop the

region-specific diagnostic tool, thus decreasing the chances

of testing failures in fields. Since the transmission of

SARS-CoV-2 is subject to the extent of human interaction,

the insights from the correlation of genetic diversity with

epidemiological parameter would give paramount infor-

mation to tackle this transmission. Previously, studies have

also correlated the epidemiological data with gut micro-

biome and its role in immunomodulation for maintaining

health status, and such information could be generated

from recovered individuals from different demographic

regions. It will help in designing a probiotic-based diet for

modulation of the gut microbiome, and that could be

another plausible prophylactic treatment option. The

genomics data suggest that a specific variant of SARS-

CoV-2 gets enriched with the specific demographic region.

Overall, demographic data suggests that host influences

mutation and expression of the virus. Hence, the experi-

ences from the clinical intervention for that region should

be considered in control and treatment strategies.
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Introduction

The recent outbreak of the novel coronavirus, named sev-

ere acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-

2), has engulfed nearly all the economies. On January 30,

2020, the WHO declared this outbreak a public health

emergency of international concern (PHEIC) and at the

time of writing nearly 465,915 cases have been reported

across 200 countries [1].

Genetic Divergence of SARS-CoV-2

SARS-CoV-2 belongs to Coronaviridae family and has a

peculiar feature of spiked coat glycoproteins, have shown a

high mutation rate, mortality rate and fatality rate; which is

subject to change in upcoming days [2]. The observed

mutation rate, strain variability, genetic selection during its

interaction with the host population and transmission

across the countries creates a challenging clinical scenario.

As the virus race around the world, clues to how it is

spreading and evolving can be inferred from analysis of

available 1455 genomes (as on date 26.03.2020) on the

GISAID (Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data)

platform [3]. Phylogenetic inferences substantially suggest

that SARS-CoV-2, originating in China, has now evolved

into various variants which are specific to regions [3].

Interestingly, it highlights that the strain travelled

majorly to the western region and has possibly evolved

during endemic transmission. Initially, substantial evidence

to state the mutation rate in the novel SARS-CoV-2 from
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Wuhan city was lacking. However, a recent study from

Iceland has highlighted that the virus has acquired more

than 40 mutations, and the strains grouped into three dif-

ferent clusters [4]. The initial studies identified two major

types of virulent SARS-CoV-2 circulating among the

Chinese population and the prevalence of the aggressive

form decreased after early January 2020, and the milder

type has become common owing to selective pressure due

to human intervention [5]. Thus, it is crucial to understand

the evolution of SARS-CoV-2 across different temperate

countries and populations. Interestingly, the spread of

SARS-CoV-2 is limited, so far, in the countries which have

a high rate of malaria incidences.

Past one month, mostly all the states of India are grip-

ped by SARS-CoV-2. Understanding how it is spreading

within the subcontinent would be a gruesome challenge.

The genomic epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2 suggests that

there is a molecular evolution of the variants which are

supposedly endemic, making this pandemic more chal-

lenging to tackle. There is an urgent and prompt need to

collect, collate and analyse data of every traveller reaching

India from different parts of the world. Moreover, based on

SARS-CoV-2 infected/carrier cases so far, the inferences

should be drawn to develop the template for the massive

epidemiological profiling of SARS-CoV-2 strain across the

pan-India. Still, the question remains that once the strains

find different host genotype does it remain the same

genetically from where it has originated. GISAID analysis

suggests that there are variation and influence of host on

the primary sequence of the virus. Till date, two genomes

available from India showed clustering closer to the strains

prevalent in China [6]. However, a unique mutation

(A930V (24351C[T)) in the spike surface glycoprotein

of Indian SARS-CoV-2 genome which is absent in other

strains from Wuhan, Italy, USA, and Nepal is reported [7],

highlighting the possible host-dependent modification and

the endemic evolution of SARS-CoV-2.

Figure 1 describes an approach to study the transmission

of SARS-CoV-2 and its demographic divergence. Identi-

fying the location-specific strain and along with its specific

mutation would help in developing a cocktail of vaccine

and the region-specific diagnostic tool for covering the

demographic genetic diversity of SARS-CoV-2. Linking

this data with the extent of human interaction and epi-

demiological parameter would be important to tackle the

mass scale transmission. The gut microbiome has a role in

immunomodulation and maintaining health status; hence, a

plausible prophylactic treatment option based on a probi-

otic-based diet could be envisaged through comparative

genomics and microbiome studies [8]. The genomics data

suggests that a specific variant of a virus gets enriched

within the specific demographic region. Hence, the

experiences from the clinical intervention for that region

should be considered in control and treatment strategies.

Diagnosis and Epidemiology

Based on the GISAID diversity profile [3], the array of RT-

PCR primers, as well as reliable generic sets of primers for

primary screening, could be planned. In a country like

India, where the virus has been imported from different

countries, hence the travel history should be linked with

generating complete sequence data for a few random cases.

It will not only help in diagnosis but also suggest the

possible treatment option to opt for these types of strains. A

tight correlation among the pathogenesis of this disease,

immunological markers, microbiome dysbiosis, demo-

graphic correlation and strain level variations across the

demographics should be comprehensively investigated; and

should be considered as part of the detailed diagnosis.

Drug Interventions and Pathogenesis of SARS-
CoV-2

The data shows that the SARS-CoV-2 strain is clustering

and evolving in each demographic region but has a com-

mon ancestor. Hence, a drug which delays the progression

of infection would be an essential option for treatment for

this pandemic while real cure emerges. Recently as a

breakthrough treatment of the SARS-CoV-2 infected

patients, chloroquine has tested as the potent preventive

drug [9]. Chloroquine, an antimalaria agent, has been a

widely used drug for decades [10] and has recently shown

the apparent efficacy for treating the SARS-COV-2 asso-

ciated pneumonia in clinical studies [11]. In some cases,

other available antiviral drugs also have been tried in

combination with chloroquine [12, 13]. With the chal-

lenges posed by this virus to address the pathogenesis and

to intervene its multiplication cycles in a patient, the

alternative medicine [14, 15] could suggest new bio-

molecules.

The global data on the SARS-CoV-2 [2] shows that

among the closed cases (139,679 cases which had an out-

come), nearly 84% have recovered so far. The high titre of

antibodies in the plasma from such positive cases could

also be an alternate but immediate therapy. There are

reports of valproic acid Co-A [16] and Vit B12 [17] in

controlling the replication of SARS-CoV-2 via RDRp

regulation, and in another study, nine host miRNAs which

can potentially target and control SARS-CoV2 genes were

identified [7]. Such studies provide insight into host–viral

interactions and pathogenesis.
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Linking Microbiome, Immune Response
and SARS-CoV-2

Gut microbiome profile is linked with food habits, lifestyle

and genetic variance of the population [18] and has shown

influence on immune response [19]; hence, under the

pandemic scenario, this has to be also accounted. Studies

have shown for parasitic infection like malaria, feeding the

susceptible mice with yoghurt loaded with Lactobacillus

and Bifidobacterium reduces the parasite count [20]. The

use of probiotics and high fibre diet can also support the

immune system against the virus [20, 21]. Similarly,

immunity impairment in Tuberculosis (TB) cases was

associated with the gut microbiome in Indian subjects [22].

Therefore, the study of the gut microbiome from the

SARS-CoV-2 recovered individuals from different demo-

graphic regions will suggest possible gut microbiome

connections to device the prophylactic measures.

Tackling SARS-CoV-2 Outbreak in India

In light of the distribution of strain variability across the

demographic regions, is the virus undergoing a host-de-

pendent mutation and if so the studies on the correlation of

SNPs to the strain variability in the diverse population

group should be carried out. Additionally, does the diver-

gence of SARS-CoV-2 strains leading to more virulence or

it is just adapting to its new host humans? Is there any

correlation between the mutation and virulence of the

strain? Simultaneously, a comparative analysis could pro-

vide a clue to identify the sub-sequences related to the

virulence and its evolutionary selection. In conclusion, the

key points emerge from diversity and approach described

in Fig. 1 that the generic tools and intervention measures

for such eventualities need to be envisaged and planned at a

global level. Also, the comprehensive investigation tar-

geting gut microbiome and immunomodulation will

emerge as a new way of prophylactic treatment which will

have demographic relevance.
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